
Julius Caesar Choice Board
Chose 1

Project Due Date: May 7, 2021
Poster, PowerPoint, or Prezi
presentation
You will research Roman life,
government, types of robes,
etc… to provide insight into the
world around Julius Caesar.  You
will present this to the class in a
lesson about Roman times and
the territory of the Roman
Empire.

Speak the speech
Individual/Dramatization:
Choose one monologue or
soliloquy from the play to act out. I
would suggest performing a
monologue from Portia, Cassius, or
Antony; or, a soliloquy from Brutus
or Antony.  You should have your
lines “memorized.” The
reenactment should be in costume,
preferably with a Roman vibe.  All
lines should be verbatim from the
play. You can present this live or
create an artsy film showing the

dramatization.

News Assignment
You will create a newscast

reporting Julius Caesar’s death
or write the front page of the
newspaper, which serves to
inform the public about Caesar’s
death.  Discuss the impact on
Rome and who is responsible.
You may also film it as a police
procedural like Law and Order
or CSI.

Graphic Novel Scene
Choose a scene from the play to
depict in graphic novel style.
Include at least five squares in
your new interpretation.Do not
simply narrate the play in the
scene you choose.  Research
popular graphic novels to get
inspiration for your own.  You
may use Elizabethan English or
you may choose not to. Look to
Mya Gosling’s work and Classic
Comics for inspiration. All
content must be appropriate for
an academic setting.

Speech or Editorial/TED
Talk:

Take a theme explored in the
play and connect it with
a current event.
Complete research on
the topic and current
event.  Create a speech
(like a TED Talk) or
editorial on the topic.

Present editorial or speech to
class. A topic might
be…Why Julius Caesar
or Shakespeare Still
Matters today or Do
leaders need to be
moral?

Visual aids encouraged

Character Autopsy
Choose a character from the
play to “autopsy” You will use
the character templates from
Long Way Down and provide
evidence from the text to
support your claims.

Your BIG Idea
Submit a written proposal for
your own project not listed on
the board.

Julius Caesar Board Game
Create a board game that helps
teach the play. Include characters,
quotations, themes, etc. See
Macbeth board games I have for
reference. Play the game with the
class in an abridged version when
you present.



Rubric
The Tragedy of Julius Caesar

Project Presentations
May 7, 2021

Criteria Outstanding Good Average Needs

Improvement

Poor

Final Product: Much attention is

paid to the quality of the final

product whether it is video

editing, drawing, voice-over,

singing, writing, memorization,

acting skills, craftsmanship, etc…

(MOST IMPORTANT CRITERIA) 30

Content/Academic Value:

Presentation/product  thoroughly

and effectively addresses the

topic. Content is strong and

accurate details are provided.

Project has academic value and

students show understanding of

play. 25

Presentation Skills/Delivery:

Presentation is rehearsed and

students are prepared; students

present well. Presentation is

organized and flows well. 15

Creativity: Students use creativity

and originality with the final

product and when presenting. 15

Directions: Student  follows

directions, shows effort, and

meets requirements. 15

Comments:


